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ABSTRACT 
The paper develops a method from which algorithms can be constructed to 
numerically compute an error-free reflexive generalized inverse of a matrix having 
rational entries. Multiple-modulus residue arithmetic is used to avoid error that is 
inherent in floating-point arithmetic. Some properties of finite fields of characteristic 
p, GF(p), are used to find nonsingular minors of the matrix over the field of rational 
numbers. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Computing a generalized inverse of a matrix A is usually accomplished 
with the aid of a computer using floating-point arithmetic. Most available 
algorithms are designed for implementation in this mode. Since the floating- 
point system is capable of representing only a finite subset of the rational 
numbers, it cannot generally produce results that are error-free. Investigation 
of this problem is motivated by the use of generalized inverses in the solution 
of linear least-squares problems. In order to numerically compute accurate 
least-squares estimates (i.e., free from computer roundoff error) the corre- 
sponding generalized inverse must be produced error-free. 
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Given an n x s matrix A = (aij) with rational entries, it is possible to 
numerically compute an error-free reflexive generalized inverse of A using 
multiple-modulus residue arithmetic. The matrix A is a reflexive generalized 
inverse of A if both AAA = A and A-AA = A-. Sen and Shamin [ll], 
Stallings and Boullion [12], and Rao et al. [8] have broached this problem 
using single- and multiple-modulus residue arithmetic. The drawbacks of these 
works are that knowledge of the rank of A and the rank of AA’ (A’ is the 
transpose A) is required at the onset of the problem, or it is necessary to work 
with complicated forms such as A’( AA’AA’))AA’, which is not practical from 
a computer-implementation point of view. 
In this paper, a method for error-free computation of a reflexive gener- 
alized inverse of A will be developed. The technique will use multiple-mod- 
ulus residue arithmetic, the form of the inverse will be simple, and no a priori 
information about the matrix will be required. The method is based on the 
assumption that the matrix A has rational-number elements. Without loss of 
theoretical, or significant practical, generality it will be assumed that the 
matrix A is integral. If A is not integral, there exists a nonzero integer T such 
that rA is integral and 
(rA) - = +A-. 
For ease of explanation it will be assumed n < S. From the method developed 
in this paper, McNulty [6] has generated algorithms to compute exact 
generalized inverses and least-squares estimates. The algorithms have been 
implemented on the computer in standard FORTRAN, and the results are more 
than satisfactory. 
2. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
A review of the basic residue arithmetic definitions and theorems for 
integers and matrices is given in this section. The results on integers may be 
found in Szabb and Tanaka [ 131. Howell and Gregory [3-51 discuss the results 
for matrices. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Given integers X, r, and m + 0, we have r = x (mod 
m) if and only if m I x - r. If r = x (mod m) and 0 < T < m, then r is called 
the residue of x modulo m, written r = 1~1~. If - m/2 < r < m/2, then r is 
called the symmetric residue of x modulo m, written r = /x/,. 
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There is a one-tcn>ne mapping between 1x1 m and /x/,,, as follows: 
i 
I4nl 
/x/In = 
if O< IrIm< y, 
[xl,---m if l,lVl>%. 
THEOREM 2.1. For an integer x, the numbers IxI,, and /x/,, are unique. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Given integers x and mi > 0, i = 1,2,. . . , s, the multi- 
ple-modulus residue representation of x for the base { m,, m2,. . . , m, } is the 
s-tuple 
THEOREM 2.2. For a given base, the multiple-modulus residue represen- 
tation of each integer is unique. 
THEOREM 2.3. For the base { m Ir m2,. . . , m,}, where (mi, mj)= 1 for 
i f j, the multiplemodulus residue representations for the integers x in the 
range 0 < x < M - 1, where the product modulus M = nf+rni, are distinct. 
Also, the symmetric multiple-modulus residue representation of the integers 
x* in the range - M/2 < x* < M/2 are distinct. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let { m,, m2,. . . , m, } be the base for a residue number 
system, where ( mi, mi) = 1 for i # j, and the product modulus M = Ill= Imi. 
Then the multiple-modulus residue representations of Ix f y I M and Ix. y I M 
are given by 
where lzilnt, = lx I!I yl_ = Ix f IYlm, lm,= I Ian, * IYL, A,? afd 
where IwiIm, = Ix*Yl*, = I4Ylm, lm,= l14n,lYlm, I+ 
Given the multiplemodulus residue representation of an integer for the 
base {m,,m,,..., ms}, (mi, mj)= 1 for all i # j, the Chinese remainder 
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theorem can be used for extracting from this representation the unique 
integer x* in the interval - M/2 < x* < M/2, M = nf=im,. Howell and 
Gregory [4, 51 and Szabb and Tanaka [13] recommend using the mixed-radix 
system for recovery of x*. The mixed-radix system is more amenable for 
computer implementation than the Chinese remainder theorem. 
THEOREM 2.5. For the base (m,,m,,..., m,}, where (mi, mj)= 1 fir 
i # j, define, M = nf=,m,. Then [xl,,,, = 0 ifand only if IxI,,,~ = lIxIMI,, = 0 
for all m,, and IX/~ + 0 if and only if Ix/,,, = 1 ]x].~ I,),, + 0 for at least one m,, 
i = 1,2 ,..., s. 
DEFINITION 2.3. If X, y and m > 1 are integers, and if 
(i) 0 < y < m, 
(ii) lx.yI,, = Iy.xIVI = 1, 
then y is the multiplicative inverse of x modulo m, written y = I’. 
THEOREM 2.6. Zf x and m > 1 are integers, then r-‘(m) exists if and 
only if 
(0 Ixl,,, f 0, 
(ii) (x, m) = 1. 
Zf xP ‘(m) exists, it is unique. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Given an integral matrix A = (a i j) and integer m > 1, 
the matrix R = (rij) is called the residue of A modulo m if rij = ]uij] n, for all 
i and j, written R = ]A],. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let A and B be integral matrices and m > 1 an integer. Zf 
H(A, B) is any function involving scalar addition or multiplication with 
respect to the matrix elements in A and B, then 
IHbL B) im = ~Hb‘kiz~ I%> im. 
DEFINITION 2.5. An n x n integral matrix A is said to be nonsingular 
modulo m if and only if both 
(i) (WA)], + 0, 
(ii) (det(A), m) = 1, 
where det(A) is the determinant of A. 
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If the modulus is a prime number, say p, then the integers 0, 1,. . . , p - 1 
form a finite field of characteristic p, GF(p), with the arithmetic operations 
+ and . defined in Theorem 2.4. Hence, if A is nonsingular modulo p, then 
the rank of A over GF(p), rank(]A],), is the order of A. 
Newman [7] gives the following results. 
THEOREM 2.8. Given an integer x, if the modulus m is chosen such that 
m > 21x1, then x =/x/,,,. 
THEOREM 2.9. Given an integral matrix A = (aii), if the modulus m is 
chosen such that m > 2max{ laijl}, then A =/A/,,,. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
The method developed in this paper is an integral reflexive matrix 
inversion technique which follows the logic used in Searle [lo] and many 
other texts on linear models for finding A- over the field of real numbers. 
Given an n X s matrix A of rank T, there exist permutation matrices P 
and Q such that 
All Al2 
PAQ= A 
i 1 21 A22 (3.1) 
with rank( A ii) = orderAil = r. The submatrix A,, is a largest nonsingular 
minor of A. This means there are no (r + l)X(r + 1) full-rank minors of A. 
Permutation matrices can be found to place any r X r nonsingular minor into 
the submatrix A,,. A reflexive generalized inverse of A is 
A- = ’ Q A,,adj + f,, 
[ 1 det(All) G G 
(3.2) 
where A iladj is the adjoint matrix for A,,. 
The problem to be solved is as follows. Given an arbitrary n X s integral 
matrix A, without any additional information about A, use multiple-modulus 
residue arithmetic to find permutation matrices P and Q to satisfy Equation 
(3.1). The exact inverse of A,,, 
A,‘= ’ A a& 
det(A,,) i1 ’ 
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can then be found using the multiple-modulus residue-arithmetic procedures 
outlined by Howell and Gregory [4, 51 and by Cabay and Lam [l, 21. 
The first theorem relates linear independence of a set of vectors over 
GF(p), p prime, to linear independence of the corresponding set of vectors 
over the field of rational numbers. 
THEOREM 3.1. Given an n x s integral matrix A and the residue of A 
mod& p, 1 Alp, p prime, if a set of columns in ] A] p are linearly independent 
over GF( p), then the corresponding set of columns in A are linearly indepen- 
dent over the field of rational numbers. 
Proof. Without loss of generality let 
IfLIp 
where IAL& 1 1 is an n x r set of linearly independent columns over GF(p). 
Let a, represent the columns in 
IA& 
ai, aa,. . . , 
I 1 I A,, Ip . If (a lal + a +x2 + 
. . . + a,a,l, = 4, where a, E Z, then lailp = 0 for all i = 1,2 ,..., r. Since p 
is prime, either a, = 0 or ai = kp9 for k E Z, q E Z, and p i k. 
Suppose the corresponding set of columns of A, 
Au 
[ 1 A , are linearly 21 
dependent. Let a:, a,*,. , ., a: represent those columns. If ala: + a2ag 
+ . . . + a,aS = +, then there exists at least one scalar ai f 0. Without loss of 
generality it can be assumed ai E Z for all i = 1,2,. . . , r. Suppose ai z 0 for 
i = 1,2 ,...,h~r;thentheseaicanbewrittenasai=kip91forkiEZand 
p + ki. Let qj = min(q,,q, ,..., qh). Then 
a,ar + u2az* + . . . + a,a: = ala: + a2az* + . . . + ajaF + . . . + ahah* 
= (kp ‘Jp9fa: + k2p9zpq,aX + . . . 
+ kjaT + . . . + khpqfiPQ,az)pqj 
= +a 
Therefore, lkjaTlp=+. Now, p t kj, so lkjlp#O, whichimplies ]aTlp=oj= 
up. This is a contradiction; hence the result. n 
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COROLLARY 3.1. Zf a set of rows in 1 Alp are linearly independent over 
GF( p), then the corresponding set of rows in A are linearly independent over 
the field of rational numbers. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.1 to A’. 
Suppose we have permutation matrices P and Q such that 
All Al2 
PAQ= A 
[ 1 A > 21 22 
where det(A,,) # 0 and orderA,, < r = rank(A). Then A,, is a nonsingular 
minor and A,, is contained in some largest r X r nonsingular minor. The next 
theorem allows us to find nonsingular minors of A using multiple-modulus 
residue arithmetic. 
THEOREM 3.2. Given an n x s integral matrix A and the residue of A 
nwdulo p, [Al,,, p prime, there exist permutation matrices P,, and Q, such 
that 
with (det(A,,,)I, + 0 and rank(lAl,)= orderA,,,. Zf the following product 
is formed: 
Al, Al, 
PpAQp= A 
[ 1 A 2 21 22 
then det(A,,)# 0 and rank(A,,)= orderA,,, < rank(A) and (A,,], = All,. 
Proof. The entries of P, and Q, are zeros and ones, so that lPpAQplp = 
PplAlpQp and (A,,[, = A,,,. Therefore (det(A,,,)I, # 0, which implies 
det(A,,) # 0. Hence, the result. W 
The final theorem guarantees that with proper selection of the multiple 
modulus base we will have at least one prime in the base that will generate a 
largest nonsingular minor of A over the field of rational numbers. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Given an n x s integral matrix A and a multiple-modulus 
base {P,, P,,..., pS}, pi prime, i = 1,2,. . . , s, such that the product modulus 
M= np,>21det(anyminorofA)I, 
i=l 
then there exists at least one pi such that 
rank(lAlp,)=rank(A). 
Proof. Let r = rank(A), and suppose A,, is a r X r nonsingular minor of 
A. Now, M > 2ldet(A,,)I, which implies there exists at least one prime 
modulus, say p*, from the multiple-modulus base such that Idet(A,,)I,, # 0. 
Therefore, A,, is nonsingular modulo p*, and rank( A,,) = rank( I AllI,,) = 
orderA,, = r. Hence, rank(A)> rank(lAl,,)> rank(lA,,l,,)= r. n 
If a multiple-modulus base is chosen to satisfy Theorem 3.3, then at least 
one of the moduli in the base, say p*, will generate matrices P,’ and Qp* 
yielding 
Pp.AQ,, = 
AT, AT2 
[ 1 A*,, A*,2 
with rank(A) = rank( I Al,,) = rank( I AT, I,*) = rank( AT,) = order AT,. The ele- 
ment of the base that is p* is the prime for which 
rank( IAl,*) = my rank( IAlp,). 
This modulus, p*, is not necessarily unique. Several of the elements in the 
base may yield rank( I Al,) = rank( 1 Al,.) = rank(A) and generate permutation 
matrices P, and QP satisfying Equation (3.1). It should be understood that 
even if rank(lAl,,) = rank(lAIPj), the nonsingular minor of A generated as a 
result of forming the products P,, AQp, and P,. AQP, are not necessarily the 
same. For constructing a reflexive generalized &verse in the form of Equation 
(3.2), any permutation matrices which generate a largest nonsingular minor of 
A will work. 
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4. THE MULTIPLE-MODULUS BASE 
It is desirable to choose a multiple-modulus base { pi, pa,. . . , p, }, pi 
prime, to satisfy Theorem 3.3 and that also enables us to invert the resulting 
largest nonsingular minor exactly. Let r = rank(A) and A,, be the r X r 
nonsingular minor of interest. If the product modulus M satisfies Theorem 
3.3, then 
M > 2max ]det(A,,)) 
( tm~~CAij) I>> 
where ( Ai j) are the cofactors of A,,. Therefore, a multiple-modulus base 
which satisfies Theorem 3.3 can also be used to find an error-free inverse of 
A,,, and consequently, an error-free reflexive generalized inverse of A. 
A modification of Hadamard’s inequality bound or a modification of a 
bound due to Schinzel [9] for the determinant of an n X n real matrix can be 
used to find a product modulus to satisfy Theorem 3.3. Consider the following 
results. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let A =(aij) be a real n X s (n <s) matrix. Then 
)det(anyminorofA))< 
Proof. Let A* be a k X k minor of A. Without loss of generality let A* 
be made up of the first k rows and the first k columns of A. Then 
Hadamard’s inequality gives 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let A = (aij) be a real n x s (n < s) matrix. For each 
i = 1,2 , . . . , n set 
R8T = t max(O,aij) and R; = - i min(O,aij). 
j=l j=l 
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Zf for some i, R+ = R; = 0, then set max(R’, RF)= 1. Then, 
jdet(anyminorofA)I< fImax(RT,R;). 
i=l 
Proof. Let A* be a k X k minor of A. For each row, i, in A* set 
R*+= I c max(O,aij) and RT- = - c min(O, aij). 
j a column in A* j a column in A’ 
By Schinzel [9], 
]det(A*)]< n max(R:+,R:-). 
i a row in A* 
For each row in A*, R,? > Rr+ and R; > RT-. Hence, 
max(Rr+,R:-)< fImax(R:,R,). n 
i=l 
Both of these bounds are conservative, and neither is uniformly smaller 
than the other. A suggested strategy for choosing an optimal multiple-modulus 
base is to compute both of these determinant bounds, then find a multiple 
modulus base such that the product modulus is greater than twice the smaller 
of the two bounds and such that arithmetic modulo p, p prime, can be 
performed in computer fixed-point (integer) arithmetic for each element of 
the multiple-modulus base. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the results in this paper, algorithms have been written and 
implemented on the computer which generate error-free reflexive generalized 
inverses [6]. Without any a priori information about the matrix A, a multiple 
modulus base can be found to satisfy Theorem 3.3 and also such that 
arithmetic modulo p, p prime, can be performed in fixed-point arithmetic for 
each element of the base. Then the matrix A is mapped into GF( p) for each 
modulus p in the base, and I’,, Q,, rank( ]A],), and a nonsingular minor of A 
are found using residue arithmetic modulo p on the computer. Through this 
process a largest nonsingular minor of A, say A,,, is generated. Finally, using 
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the same multiple-modulus base, A,, is inverted exactly, via the computer, 
the result yielding an error-free reflexive generalized inverse. 
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